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Swiss Banking Secrecy
Why banking secrecy?
Swiss banking secrecy protects the account information of bank clients from access by third
parties. In this sense it is similar to the professional secrecy of doctors and lawyers, being no
more than the protection of the private sphere of the citizen.  The right to privacy is a
fundamental principle that is protected by all democratic countries.  Banking secrecy is not
unique to Switzerland, today similar legislation on banking secrecy exists in many other
countries with a developed banking and financial system. 

Banking secrecy does not protect criminal or illegal activity
Swiss banking secrecy is in no way absolute.  It is lifted immediately if a Swiss judge or
prosecutor issues a lifting order in the course of a domestic or international criminal
investigation.  This includes foreign criminal investigations of terrorist financing, money
laundering, insider trading, and tax fraud.  

Measures to Prevent and Combat Financial Crimes
Switzerland employs comprehensive legislation to prevent and combat financial crimes.  The
Money Laundering Act dictates that financial institutions, e.g. banks, fund managers,
insurance entities, security dealers, and casinos know the identity of their clients. In addition,
financial institutions must clarify the source of the funds and keep records for at least 10
years after the termination of the business relationship.  Swiss law forbids banks to accept
money that they suspect originates from a crime. Banks are required to freeze immediately
an account with suspicious transactions and to notify the Money Laundering Reporting
Office. If criminal proceedings result from the investigation, the account remains frozen.  With
no exception, Swiss laws oblige bank officers to testify and provide information to the Swiss
authorities in case of a criminal investigation.  Failure to comply with these requirements is
punishable by up to five years in prison and a fine of up to 1 million Swiss Francs.

There are no anonymous accounts in Switzerland
Switzerland outlaws “anonymous accounts”: account holders must provide without exception
their identity documents to banks and banks are required to verify this information.  This rule
also applies to numbered accounts.  Numbered accounts are no different from ordinary
accounts except that the detailed data of the account holder is only accessible to selected
senior bank officers rather than to all bank employees. That said, all of the data in numbered
accounts is accessible to the authorities conducting criminal investigations, in the same way
it is for ordinary accounts.  

Related Fact Sheets:
Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism  
The Swiss Financial Center

External Links:
Swiss Federal Banking Authority
Money Laundering Control Authority

Official Speeches:
"The true meaning of the “Swiss banking secrecy” : What it is/What it is not”
“The Protection of Privacy vs. the Prevention of Financial Crime” 
“The Swiss Banking Secrecy and the Fight against Financial Crime” 
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